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ABSTRACT

It has recently been demonstrated that self-consistent particle-in-cell simulations of low-obliquity pulsar
magnetospheres in flat spacetime show weak particle acceleration and no pair production near the poles. We
investigate the validity of this conclusion in a more realistic spacetime geometry via general-relativistic particle-in-
cell simulations of the aligned pulsar magnetosphere with pair formation. We find that the addition of the frame-
dragging effect makes the local current density along the magnetic field larger than the Goldreich–Julian value,
which leads to unscreened parallel electric fields and the ignition of a pair cascade. When pair production is active,
we observe field oscillations in the open field bundle, which could be related to pulsar radio emission. We conclude
that general-relativistic effects are essential for the existence of the pulsar mechanism in low-obliquity rotators.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Physical phenomena in pulsar magnetospheres can now be
studied with first-principle plasma simulations using particle-
in-cell (PIC) codes. The last several years saw significant
progress in modeling various regimes of the magnetospheric
plasma supply. Philippov & Spitkovsky (2014) showed that
when pairs are injected throughout the magnetosphere of the
aligned rotator so that abundant plasma is present everywhere,
the system approaches the force-free state (also see
Belyaev 2015). Cerutti et al. (2015, hereafter CPPS15) reached
the same conclusion when injecting quasi-neutral plasma at the
stellar surface; they also studied particle acceleration in the
current sheet. Chen & Beloborodov (2015, hereafter CB14)
incorporated pair production into the aligned pulsar simulation,
and Philippov et al. (2015, hereafter PSC15) extended this
study to oblique rotators.

New challenges appeared as well. It was shown that there is
no pair formation in the bulk of the polar cap in the aligned
rotator (CB14) and in the oblique magnetospheres with
inclination 40a  (PSC15). In these solutions, the current
density along the magnetic field, jP, is below the Goldreich–
Julian (GJ) value, Bj 2GJ ·*W p= - (here, *W is the stellar
angular velocity vector and B is the local magnetic field
vector), and the parallel electric field is screened by a mildly
relativistic charge-separated flow of particles lifted from the
neutron star (NS) surface (Shibata 1997; Beloborodov 2008;
Timokhin & Arons 2013). This slow outflow does not radiate
gamma-photons needed to produce pairs. The lack of polar cap
activity in pulsars with low inclination angles seems implau-
sible from an observational standpoint, which implies that
some important physics is missing from the models. In
particular, PSC15 suggested that effects of general relativity
(GR), which are significant in the primary particle acceleration
region (Beskin 1990; Muslimov & Tsygan 1992; Sakai &
Shibata 2003), may increase the local value of j jGJ and lead
to the ignition of discharge.

In this Letter we study the effects of GR on the aligned
pulsar magnetosphere. To estimate the strength of these effects,

we first construct a GR force-free simulation of the aligned
rotator in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe our implementa-
tion of GR in the PIC method. In Section 4 we present the GR
PIC simulation of the aligned pulsar magnetosphere with pair
production and show that the polar pair cascade is restored in
GR. The implications of these findings are described in
Section 5.

2. GR FORCE-FREE SIMULATION
OF THE ALIGNED ROTATOR

The spacetime around a rotating NS can be described using
the Kerr metric, which is parametrized by stellar mass M and
spin a. This assumption ignores corrections due to non-uniform
stellar mass distribution. To estimate the importance of GR
effects, we performed a simulation of the aligned magneto-
sphere in the Kerr metric using the force-free version of the
HARM code (Gammie et al. 2003; Tchekhovskoy
et al. 2007, 2015). As in McKinney (2006), we set the inflow
velocity into the current sheet to zero in order to minimize the
numerical dissipation. In our simulation, the stellar compact-
ness parameter is fixed to r R 0.5s * = , where r GM c2s

2= is
the Schwarzschild radius. The spin parameter in units of stellar
radius is set to a R R c2 5( )* * *= W for a spherically
symmetric uniform NS interior. We run the simulation for a
range of ratios of stellar to light cylinder radii:

R R0.02 0.2LC*< < , where R cLC *º W . The initial mag-
netic field configuration corresponds to the dipolar field in the
Schwarzschild metric:
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where Af is the f component of the vector potential and μ is
the stellar dipole moment as observed from infinity.
The steady-state magnetosphere is similar to the flat-space

solution, with open and closed field lines, the Y-point, and the
current sheet. The spindown power is enhanced by up to 20%
compared to the flat-space value,5 L c0
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3 Lyman Spitzer, Jr. Fellow.
4 Einstein Fellow.

5 We find that the GR enhancement is due to the larger value of the open
magnetic flux.
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with Ruiz et al. (2014). This correction disappears in the limit
of slow rotation, R R 0LC*  (see Figure 1(a)), applicable for
ordinary radio pulsars.

We calculate the current distribution J F;=m
n
mn on the polar

cap and find that the current is space-like (J J 0m
m ) on a large

fraction of the polar cap (see the blue line in Figure 1(b)),
regardless of the R RLC* ratio. Since in the force-free model
charge density closely follows GJ density, this conclusion is
equivalent to J c j c 1r GJˆ r r»  . This can be understood as
follows. Since frame-dragging effectively reduces the angular
velocity of the star, the GJ charge density at the pole is also
reduced compared to the flat-space value (Beskin 1990;
Muslimov & Tsygan 1992):
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where α is the lapse and LTw is the Lense–Thirring angular
frequency at the polar cap. However, the current density in the
polar region is set by the twist of the magnetic field lines at the
light cylinder, which is located far enough from the star to be
unaffected by GR effects. Thus,
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Since the current is null (the parenthesized value in Equation (3)
is unity) on the rotational axis in flat spacetime (green line in
Figure 1(b)), we expect a finite polar region with J c 1r GJˆ r >
in GR. To screen the electric fields on these field lines, pair
production is required (Beloborodov 2008). This conclusion is
dramatically different from the flat-space solution, which has
time-like currents over most of the polar cap, except for the
rotational axis and thin return current layer at the edge of the
open flux tube (Figure 1(b), also Parfrey et al. 2012). The flow
on field lines with a time-like current may be sustained by

particles with one sign of charge, which is the reason for the
lack of pair formation in pulsars of low obliquities in flat space.

3. GR PIC METHOD IMPLEMENTATION

We now describe a GR extension EZeltron of the 2.5D
(axisymmetric) PIC code Zeltron, which was earlier applied
to pulsar magnetospheres (CPPS15). Since rs is located well
below the NS surface, the calculation can be performed in
Boyer–Lindquist coordinates. In the slow rotation limit,
a r 1s  , the metric is (Muslimov & Tsygan 1992)
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where (t r, , ,q f) are the time, radial and angular spherical
coordinates, r r1 sa = - , g r c0 LTb w= = ´ , and ijs is
the spatial part of the Schwarzschild metric. For a spherically
symmetric NS, the Lense–Thirring angular frequency is
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At the stellar surface for typical compactness r R 0.5s * » , its
value is comparable to the stellar spin 0.2LT *w W » .
In 3+1 formalism, the particle equations of motion are

(Thorne et al. 1986; Dodin & Fisch 2010)
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where q is the particle charge, p vm g= is the particle

momentum, g is the gravitational acceleration, and H
«

is the
gravitomagnetic tensor. For very strong pulsar magnetic fields,
the last two terms in Equation (6) may be justifiably neglected.
Maxwell equations in 3+1 splitting are (Thorne et al. 1986)
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In EZeltron we solve the particle equation of motion (6),
neglecting gravity forces using the Boris algorithm and
advance particle positions according to (7). Maxwell’s
Equations (10)–(11) in curved space are solved on the
axisymmetric r,( )q Yee lattice. Physical vector components

of particle velocities v vi ii
i 2( )ˆ s= and electromagnetic fields

E B,i iˆ ˆ are used in the code loop. To solve Maxwell’s
equations, differential operators are integrated over a cell
(CPPS15; Belyaev 2015) whose length and area are modified in
the Schwarzschild metric. Particle charges and currents are
deposited on the grid using the volume weighting technique
(CPPS15), accounting for GR corrections to cell volumes,
V drd2cell ò p s q= - . Our current deposition scheme is not

Figure 1. Force-free simulation of the GR aligned pulsar magnetosphere.
(Panel (a)): Spindown luminosity L increases with increasing stellar to light
cylinder radius ratio. (Panel (b)): Square of the four-vector of the current
distribution J J J2 º m

m on the polar cap; pcq is the polar cap boundary. GR
effects cause the current to become space-like at the rotational axis.
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strictly charge-conservative; thus, we correct the electric field
by solving Equation (8) using the iterative Gauss–Seidel
method.

Our simulations start in vacuum with a GR dipolar magnetic
field (derived from Equation (1)) frozen into the surface of a
conducting NS. At t=0 the star is spun up to its angular
velocity *W by imposing an electric field

E B R csin , 12rLT( ) ( )ˆ ˆ* *w q a= - W -q

E 0, 13( )ˆ =f

at the stellar surface. To prevent possible reflections, we put an
absorbing layer for both fields and particles at the outer
boundary of the simulation domain (CPPS15).

4. RESULTS

4.1. Test: Monopole Solution

As a test case we describe the monopolar magnetosphere
calculated with PIC, for which an analytical solution is known
in the Schwarzschild geometry (Lyutikov 2011):

E B
r

c
B

sin
. 14r ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ* q

a
= = -

W
q f

This solution represents the case of the null cur-
rent J c B cos 2r rˆ ˆ*r q pa= = W .

We construct a plasma-filled solution by injecting charges of
both signs at the surface of the star at a constant rate moving
along the field lines with a radial velocity of 0.5c (CPPS15).
When we set 0LTw = , we reproduce the analytical solution
(14). With frame-dragging, we find that Bf̂ and the current
density Jr̂ remain mostly the same (see Figure 2). However, the
corotating electric field Eq̂ is reduced, being approximately
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Thus, the ratio J c B Er̂ ˆ ˆr » f q increases in agreement with (3).
The current becomes space-like, J c 1r̂ r > , in the region
where frame-dragging is efficient, i.e., R r R2* *  .

4.2. Aligned Magnetosphere with Pair Production

In this section we present the structure of the aligned rotator
with GR effects, calculated with PIC. Our treatment of the
plasma supply closely follows PSC15, which we summarize
below for completeness. In order to mimic particle extraction
from the NS surface, we inject neutral plasma at rest with the
star half a cell below the stellar surface, with the rate controlled
by the amount of surface charge available:

E r E r0.1 4r r
cor( ( ) ( ))ˆ ˆ* * p- , where Er

cor
ˆ is the radial compo-

nent of the corotation electric field. This injection results in a
non-neutral plasma emerging from the surface. Particles are
removed from the simulation domain if their radial position is
one cell below the stellar surface. If particles accelerate above
the star, they can cross the threshold for pair formation,

20ming = , which we choose to be independent of the distance
from the star. The threshold is small compared to the Lorentz
factor that a particle would gain from the full pole-to-equator
potential drop, R c eB R m c 2000e0

2( )( )* * * *g = W » . Second-
ary particles are created at locations of primary energetic
particles and are injected with a Lorentz factor of 4 in the
direction of motion of the primary particles. We used a density
limiter for produced pairs so that the local multiplicity of the
flow does not exceed 8. The stellar radius in our simulation is
R R0.2 LC* = , and our computational grid extends to R4 LC in
the radial direction. We also apply the radiation reaction force
on particles, which accounts for both synchrotron and curvature
radiation (Tamburini et al. 2010). Our grid points are uniformly
spaced in rlog10 and θ (CPPS15), and the grid size is
4096×1024 cells, so RLC is resolved with 2200 cells in the
radial direction. The skin depth at the stellar surface is resolved
with 15 cells for plasma with a multiplicity of 8 and 1g = .
Apart from not having polar cap pair production, our steady-

state magnetosphere is very similar to the aligned solution of
CB14 and PSC15: pair formation is active in the return current
layer and the equatorial current sheet. With the GR effects
taken into account, we find that pair formation at the pole is
activated when r R 0.5s *  . This is because the current density
near the polar axis becomes larger than the local GJ value. In
this case the current cannot be sustained by the primary
electron beam alone, so both charge species must be present.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the distribution of electrons and
positrons in the magnetosphere. In Figure 3(c) we plot the
positron distribution near the stellar surface, which shows non-
stationary behavior of pair production on the polar cap. Pair
plasma produced in the active phase of the discharge gets
polarized and screens EP, so the pair formation stops. As the
pair cloud leaves the gap region, the accelerating voltage is
restored, and the cycle repeats (Timokhin & Arons 2013). The
period of the discharge intermittency is slightly larger than h/c,
where h is the gap height. In our simulation, the gap height is
determined by the distance that a particle travels before it is
accelerated up to the the pair formation threshold, which scales
roughly as h Rpc min pc( )g g~ . Here, Rpc and pcg are the polar
cap width and potential drop. As in CB14 and PSC15,
increasing the threshold for pair formation up to the full polar
cap potential value leads to the suppression of the return
current, and the magnetosphere relaxes to the electrostatically
confined disk-dome solution.

Figure 2. Monopole test with GR PIC. Electromagnetic fields are normalized
to r R BrLC( ) ˆ. (Panel (a)): Poloidal field lines are shown as white, and the color
represents the toroidal field Bf̂. (Panel (b)): Slice of Bf̂ and E q̂ at the equator.
The black dashed lines show analytical estimates of Bf̂ (14) and E q̂ (15). The
red solid line represents the flat-spacetime solution E Bˆ ˆ=q f.
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Non-stationary pair production produces an imprint on the
structure of an electromagnetic field, which is shown in the
distribution of Bf̂ in Figure 4 (there are similar oscillations of
Eq̂). The current and charge density fluctuations responsible for
these oscillations are produced in the process of screening the
EP during the discharge, which happens on the plasma skin
scale, while the period between successive pulses is determined
by the discharge intermittency h c~ (Beloborodov 2008). We
expect that the waves we observe in the open field line region
are directly connected with the pulsar radio emission. The
energy in these fluctuations, W L10 2

0» - , is more than enough
to power the observed radio activity. Cascade simulations with
more detailed physics of pair formation and realistic multi-
plicities infer somewhat smaller wave amplitudes,W L10 4

0» -

(Timokhin & Arons 2013), though only electrostatic waves
were possible in their 1D study. Future refined simulations of
the polar region should study the fraction of the wave energy
escaping from the magnetosphere in the form of transverse
electromagnetic oscillations and identify their spectrum. We
note that these waves are absent in the flat-space simulation,
which has no pair production at the polar cap.

Accounting for the radiation reaction force does not
influence the global magnetospheric structure (in particular,
the current distribution at the polar cap), but makes the current
layers thinner in response to the loss of pressure support
(Uzdensky & McKinney 2011). The pair production is more
localized: without radiation losses, primary particle Larmor
gyrations are larger in size and many secondary particles are
injected with a non-zero angle with respect to the current layer,
creating an atmosphere. In the presence of radiation losses,
particle orbits around the sheet are more focused and secondary
pairs are mostly injected along the direction of the current flow.
We find that the drift-kink instability of the current sheet is less
violent in the presence of radiative cooling, though it is still
prominent by the end of our simulations (see Figure 3 for the
plasma density).

4.3. Stellar Compactness and Pair Production

As seen in Figure 3, whereas the polar cascade injects
abundant plasma along the polar magnetic field lines, it leaves a
vacuum-like gap near the equatorial current sheet. In this case,
the volume-distributed return current, which flows in this
region in force-free solutions, is suppressed. Since the polar cap
current closes via the return current near the current sheet, this
reduces the maximum flat-space polar cap current to
J c 0.8r GJ flat( )ˆ r » down from 1 in the force-free solution. In
order for the polar cascade to operate, J cr GJˆ r needs to exceed

Figure 3. Inclusion of GR effects triggers pair production in an aligned pulsar magnetosphere, which is shown after four rotational periods for r R 0.7s * = . Color
represents plasma densities on the logarithmic scale, normalized to the GJ density at the pole. White lines show magnetic field lines. (Panel (a)): Electron density.
(Panel (b)): Positron density. (Panel (c)): Zoom-in onto the positron density close to the star.

Figure 4. Aligned pulsar magnetosphere with pair production, shown after four
rotational periods, r R 0.7s * = . Color represents the toroidal component of the
magnetic field Bf̂. White lines show magnetic field lines. Field oscillations are
due to time-dependence of polar discharge and could be related to pulsar radio
emission (see the text for details).
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unity, requiring 0.2LT * w W , or stellar compactness exceed-
ing a critical value, r R 0.5s *  . If an additional source of
plasma in the gaps near the current sheet is present, this can
enable the volumetric return current, increasing J cr GJ flat( )ˆ r to
unity. Then, we would expect the requirement of critical
compactness to be relaxed.

In order to test this, we try the following experiment in flat
space. We run the simulation until the magnetosphere reaches a
steady state, at 1.5 rotational periods, and inject neutral plasma
in every cell that has an electron density smaller than the local
GJ value, at a rate of n2 GJ per rotational period. We find that
the gap is filled with quasi-neutral plasma, and the current in
the polar cap region increases and reaches the force-free value
J cr GJˆ r» on the axis. This is accompanied by the increase of
the spindown energy losses, from L0.8 0 to L0, consistent with
the plasma-filled solutions of Philippov & Spitkovsky (2014)
and CPPS15. Thus, if the gap region is filled with plasma and
frame-dragging is taken into account, the current density on
field lines close to the polar axis is expected to become larger
than the local GJ value at much smaller values of r Rs * (see
Equation (3)), leading to a discharge. Pairs of low multiplicity
in the gap region may be produced in collisions of thermal
X-ray photons from the NS surface upscattered by energetic
particles in the magnetosphere, curvature photons in the return
current layer, or synchrotron photons from the current sheet.
On the other hand, the gap has non-zero EP, and it remains to
be seen if active discharge in this region can be ignited by
particles produced in photon collisions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the magnetospheric structure of an aligned
rotator with pair production, accounting for the effects of GR.
We found that for solutions with compactness r R 0.5s * > ,
pair formation is active in part of the polar cap, proceeding in
an essentially non-stationary way. We observed field oscilla-
tions in the polar cap region that are a direct consequence of a
time-dependent discharge, rather than the maser-type amplifi-
cation process in the steady flow due to plasma instabilities, as
is usually assumed. We speculate that these waves should be
the primary source for the observed coherent pulsar radio
emission. We find that the compactness value needed to
activate pair production corresponds to a star with R 10 km* =
and M M1.7* = . When the vacuum gap above the current
sheet is filled with neutral plasma, the ratio J cr GJˆ r in the polar
cap region increases, and this should help create polar
discharge at lower compactness values. We will explore this
possibility in future work. According to the estimate (3), the
critical compactness should be lower for oblique rotators since
the ratio J cr GJˆ r increases with inclination in flat space.

We conclude that the effects of GR are essential for the
operation of pulsar polar cap discharge. In particular, in pulsars
with low inclination angle, the high multiplicity of pair plasma
and the observed radio emission are a direct consequence of
frame-dragging. For pulsars with intermediate inclinations,
taking into account GR effects will likely activate pair
production on a larger fraction of the polar cap than was
found in PSC15. This is particularly important for stars with a
small R RLC* ratio where the null charge surface does not cross
the polar cap.
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